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Li Shutong’s life choices and its inner logic has long been discussed ever since
the 20th Century. This thesis would explore Li Shutong’s spiritual journey on each
floor,as well as the inevitability of the ascension of his soul.It tries to find out the
underling motivations and philosophy of his shift from aesthetic education to
religion,which totally contradicted the mainstream idea of The Substitution of
Aesthetic Education for Religion at that time .
The thesis would discuss Li Shutong’s life journey as well as the relationship
between aesthetic education and religion.To be specific,the introduction would
compare Li Shutong’s Life journey with Feng Zikai’s "three-story building" statement
to see this statement flaw.
The first chapter mainly explores Li Shutong political life and change of his
political idea.
The second chapter analyzes his deeper thinking of life and the inner motivation
and his emotion change of the shift from policy to the education of aesthetic,and
discusses that at the beginning of the 20th century China, under the background of the
western learning was introduced and the transformation of traditional culture to
modern culture,and the advocate of aesthetic education by people such as Cai Yuanpei
who wants to improve the national’s spirit through aesthetic education, Li Shutong’s
aesthetic education thought and action, and points out that this phase of life plays an
important role in Li Shutong’s life.
The third chapter discusses that Hong yi’s life center of gravity’s turning from
the aesthetic education practice to the religion's offset and even completely reversed,
and then points out his change of the attitude towards life and his artistic creations.It
would try to solve the following probems. Firstly, why he turned from aesthetic
education.Secondly, the similarity of aesthetic education and religion.Thirdly, the flaw
of the idea of “The Substitution of Aesthetic Education for Religion”.
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